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Abstract:

This research aims to know the structure (figure, path, background) of the special frame and insert story at Hikayat Bayan Budiman; knowing the picture fill insert story at Hikayat Bayan Budiman Shadow; knowing the symbolic meaning of insert story which systematically strives prevention of affair in family.

As one of the research of art, this research uses qualitative method and descriptive. Here furthermore this research uses structural approach as step firstly to know the existence of figures at Hikayat Bayan Budiman. Then approach of semiotic to know the symbolic meaning at Hikayat Bayan Budiman.

Result shows from structure analysis covering figure, path, and background show that the figure of Khojah Maimun described as handsome, clever, and wise; while Aunt of Zainab as beautiful woman, tempted other men, but can be prevented by Bird of Bayan; Bird of Bayan show bird having wide of knowledge, wisdom, aunt liver effusing place of Zainab. As for event network show recognition, conflict, complicated, climax, and disengagement. Concerning background of is existence of background, and place supporting event that is happy, angry, jumpy, and worry.

Symbolic meaning emerging is unfaithful earn because of feeling is silent, longing, opportunity, higher properties and prestige. That thing earn to be avoided if attitude prudently and pros and cons showing of unfaithful, endless part in family, feel each other, and is loving each other.
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